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Abstract Quasi-planar wave re#ection pro"le and X-ray topography studies have been done to characterize the mosaicity of solution- and gel-grown crystals of three proteins, turkey egg-white (TEW) lysozyme, thaumatin, and a bacterial aspartyl-tRNA synthetase (AspRS) as well as of one virus, tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV). These materials are representative of a large range of molecular weight, overall particle shapes, crystals habits, packings, and solvent contents. Measurements of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of re#ections show that these di!erent crystals have all a weak mosaicity. Topographs display the same features as those of the well-studied hen egg-white (HEW) lysozyme crystals: misorientation generated at the seed level for TEW lysozyme or thaumatin crystals and/or strains at growth sector boundaries for AspRS crystals. No growth defects are evidenced for TBSV crystals. For the study of crystals di!racting at lower resolution (AspRS and virus), a less absorbant sample holder, which facilitates crystal positioning in the X-ray beam, has been developed. The results obtained for solution- and gel-grown crystals do not show important di!erences. However, for TEW lysozyme and thaumatin crystals, one notices a larger dispersion of results in the solution case and an overall tendency for improved reproducibility of quality for gel-grown crystals.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. PACS: 81.10; 82.70.G; 61.72.F; 36.20; 87.15 Keywords: Protein; Virus; Crystallization; Agarose gel; Mosaicity; X-ray topography



1. Introduction



* Corresponding author. Fax: #33-3-88-602218. E-mail address: [email protected] (B. Lorber)



The degree of order in the three-dimensional lattice of crystals of biological macromolecules is generally assessed using di!raction methods as is
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done for crystals of inorganic or small organic molecules. While the di!raction resolution limit re#ects the consistency of repetition of the building units (i.e. the short-range order), the mosaicity describes the angular dispersion in the alignment of fundamental blocks forming the crystal (i.e. the longrange order). Resolution is de"ned as the smallest inter-reticular distance d for which spots can be FIJ evidenced (usually with 1I2/1p(I)2*3) on the diffraction diagrams. On the other hand, mosaicity is related to the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Bragg re#ection pro"les (rocking curves) representing the di!racted intensities, I, as a function of the scan angle. Several techniques are used to estimate mosaicity. On a di!ractometer, the Bragg spots composing the di!raction pattern can be sliced on successive frames if the beam divergence is su$ciently low [1,2]. In our case, we have used a quasi-planar wave to record the intensity pro"le and to image the crystal by the Lang technique [3]. The topographic method is well known in crystal growth studies of small molecules; it reveals imperfections such as dislocations, twins, inclusions, and other defects, and it is sensitive to small distortions and variations of lattice parameters [4]. Up to now, mosaicity measurements on &soft' crystals of biological macromolecules have been mainly recorded on hen egg-white (HEW) lysozyme [5}14]. However, lysozyme can neither be considered as representative of the whole world of proteins, and more generally of macromolecules, nor of the material giving typical macromolecular crystals. Lysozyme is a protein of small size with an unusual high isoelectric point and its crystals contain a rather low proportion of solvent. Among biomacromolecules, these parameters show a great variability. The aim of this work, therefore, is to analyze crystals of several biological particles: three proteins, turkey egg-white (TEW) lysozyme, thaumatin extracted from a plant, and an aspartyltRNA synthetase (AspRS I) from a thermophilic eubacteria, as well as a spherical RNA containing virus, the tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV). These materials cover a large range of molecular weights (10}10 Da), have isoelectric points ranging from 4 to 9, and have well-established crystallization conditions and known crystallographic structures



[15}18]. Thaumatin, AspRS I, and TBSV crystals have higher solvent contents than lysozyme crystals. TEW lysozyme, like HEW lysozyme, is a small monomeric and slightly elongated protein with two domains [15], the bigger thaumatin is also a monomer consisting of two b-stranded domains and a disul"de-rich region [16], AspRS I is a much larger dimeric protein with subunits having a modular organization [17], and TBSV is a large spherical architecture with an icosahedrical symmetry. Its capside is composed of 180 protein subunits and it contains a genomic RNA tightly packed into the particle interior [18]. In this study, turkey lysozyme is chosen as a reference because of its similarity [19}21] with the well-known hen protein extensively studied elsewhere. Since some crystals mounted in standard X-ray glass capillaries showed only weak re#ections or no re#ection at all, a sample holder was built with a less absorbing and less di!using material. The topographic method was also used to compare the mosaicities of crystals grown in an agarose gel with those of control crystals obtained in solution. Preliminary results of these investigations were presented at the 1998 meeting of the Association Franc7 aise de Cristallographie (OrleH ans, France, February 1998) and at the 7th International Conference on the Crystallization of Biological Macromolecules (Granada, Spain, May 1998).



2. Experimental procedure 2.1. Materials, crystallization methods, and crystal forms TEW lysozyme (crystallized, dialyzed and lyophilized) (Cat. No. L-6255, Lot 64H7230), thaumatin from arils of the African shrub Thaumatococcus daniellii (Cat. No. T-7638, Lot 108F0299), and polyethylene glycol PEG-8000 (Cat. No P-4463) were purchased from Sigma. AspRS I from Thermus thermophilus was overproduced in Escherichia coli and puri"ed as described previously in Refs. [22,23]. TBSV was propagated in Datura stramonium and isolated from leaves [22]. Molecular masses and isoelectric points of proteins and virus are listed in Table 1.
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Thaumatin (arils of African shrub)



Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase I (thermophilic eubacteria)



Tomato bushy stunt virus (plant leaves)
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Rhombic dodecahedron



Monoclinic plate



Form B: 10}20 mg/ml, 3}8% wt/vol PEG-8000 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 20}30 mg/ml, 5}8% wt/vol PEG-8000 50 mM Na acetate pH 4.5



Orthorhombic prism



Tetragonal bipyramide



Hexagonal prism



Crystal habit



Form A: 10}15 mg/ml, 2.0 M Na formate 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM MgCl ,  1 mM EDTA



20 mg/ml, 0.6}0.8 M Na tartrate 0.1 M ADA bu!er pH 6.5



30 mg/ml, 12}20% w/v NaCl 50 mM Na acetate pH 4.7



Crystallization at 203C Particle concentration, precipitant, bu!er, additives



The resolution limit `da is de"ned as the average di!raction limit at 1I2/1p(I)2"3.



M P



Particle (source)



Table 1 Structural and crystallization features of biological particles and crystallographic characteristics of crystals
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P2 , Z"2, d)2.5 As  a"85.1 As , b"113.3 As , c"90.2 As , b "104.33 I23, Z"2, d)3 As a, b, c"383.2 As
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% Solvent (vol/vol)



P2 2 2 , Z"4, d)2.5 As    a"61.4 As , b"156.1 As , c "177.3 As



P4 2 2, Z"8, d)1.3 As   a, b"58.6 As , c"151.8 As



P6 22, Z"12, d)1.5 As  a, b"70.9 As , c"84.6 As , c"1203



Space group, particles/ unit cell, resolution limit , cell parameters
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Chemicals were of pro analysi grade and ammonium sulfate was ultrapure (Aristar grade, BDH, UK). All solutions were prepared with three-times distilled water (Fresenius, France) and "ltered through Millex membranes of 0.2 lm pore size (Millipore). Agarose with a low gelling temperature (¹ "283C) was a gift from Sobigel (Hendaye,  France). Protein solutions were "ltered on 0.2 lm Ultrafree-MC membranes (Cat. No. UFC 30GV00, Millipore) prior to crystallization assays. Crystals were grown at 203C by vapor di!usion in hanging or sitting drops prepared in Linbro plates. Crystallization conditions of the biological materials used in this study are summarized in Table 1. TEW lysozyme was crystallized under conditions similar to those yielding tetragonal crystals of HEW lysozyme. Tetragonal bipyramids of thaumatin were grown in the presence of Na tartrate [24]. AspRS I was crystallized at 203C as two crystal forms: orthorhombic crystals (form A) that grow out of a precipitate [22] and monoclinic plates (form B) growing from solution [25]. Crystallization in gels was performed at 203C in Linbro plates (for AspRS) or in Lindemann glass capillaries of 0.7}2 mm diameter (Glas, Berlin, Germany) by batch or liquid}liquid di!usion techniques. In the batch technique, precipitant solution (at 203C) was mixed with agarose sol heated at 903C. When the mixture had cooled to 353C, protein or virus solution (at 203C) was added before dispensing in glass capillaries. In controls, agarose sol was replaced by water. In the di!usion technique, 1 cm long agarose plugs containing protein or virus were in contact with concentrated precipitant solution in capillaries sealed with silicon grease. Final agarose concentration was 0.15}0.3% wt/vol with lysozyme and thaumatin, and 0.1}0.2% wt/vol with synthetase and virus, respectively. The main characteristics of the crystals analyzed in this comparative study are summarized in Table 1. Highest resolutions at which 1I2/1p(I)2*3 were inferred from X-ray di!raction data collected on synchrotron beam line DW21B at LURE (Orsay, France). Crystal solvent content (in % vol/vol) was computed [26] as the fractional volume < "100[1!1.66l/< ] where < is the crys  + +



tal volume per unit of protein molecular weight (in As /Da) and l the partial speci"c volume (0.74 ml/g for proteins and 0.55 ml/g for nucleic acids). 2.2. X-ray methods 2.2.1. X-ray setting Bragg re#ection pro"les and X-ray topographs were recorded at 203C on beamline D25 at the Laboratoire d'Utilisation du Rayonnement ElectromagneH tique (LURE, Orsay, France). The setup (Fig. 4 of Ref. [6]) uses a (1 1 1)Si monolithic four re#ections channel cut to obtain a monochromated parallel radiation (j"1}1.8 As ). In the present experiments, j was 1.2 As with bandpass dj/j" 5.3;10\ and divergence *w"0.37. A high-resolution X-ray camera located on the incident beam, 1 m behind the crystal, gives an absorbance image visible on a monitor screen. Samples were rotated around the u axis in measured steps of 0.36. To record re#ections at a given Bragg angle h, a diaphragm the size of which is slightly larger than the size of the crystal was inserted in front of the scintillation counter (set at 2h). Bragg angle on the crystal is chosen equal to Bragg angle on the monochromator (h"11.033, d"3.135 As ) in order to minimize the dispersion e!ects [6]. For selected intensities, the signal-to-noise ratio was increased by restricting the beam to the crystal size (with slits on the path of the incident beam). Topographs were recorded at the maximum of the intensity peak on Industrex SR "ne-grain "lm (Kodak) placed 10 cm behind the crystal. 2.2.2. Sample holder The major di$culty encountered when collecting Bragg re#ection pro"les of soft crystals made of large biological particles comes from the low di!racted intensities which can be masked by the background noise. Appropriate re#ections at high resolution (better than 3}4 As ) are limited in number (e.g. less than 10 re#ections per 53 scan), even for well-di!racting crystals, because they are searched in a restricted solid angle (4;10\ s). Consequently, absorption of the incident and di!racted beams must be minimized. For this reason, a new sample holder was designed.
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The novel device, small and easy to build, consists of two discs of 13 or 50 lm thick polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar2+, Goodfellow, UK) held between two rings of polyvinylchloride (Fig. 1a). Crystals are placed in the center of a 0.5}1.0 mm thick Te#on2+ washer (Fig. 1b) that is surrounded by drops of mother liquor to prevent them from drying. An arm made of Plexiglas2+ maintains the sample holder in the beam. Mylar2+ absorbs and di!uses X-rays ten times less than glass (as measured with the scintillation counter installed on beam line D25) and it has additional advantageous properties. It is hydrophobic, supple, tear resistant, unbreakable, chemically inert and thin foils are almost transparent for optical observation. This sample holder greatly facilitates the accurate positioning of crystals in the incident beam. Further, the simultaneous mounting of several crystals (Fig. 1) saves time between successive analyses.



3. Results 3.1. General features For re#ection pro"le recordings and measurements of FWHM, optically defect free crystals were selected with volumes ranging from 0.03 to 0.15 mm for lysozyme and thaumatin, from 0.05 to 0.15 mm for AspRS, and from 0.05 to 1.3 mm for the virus. Although all crystals of the "rst two materials gave measurable re#ections, only half of the AspRS and virus crystals, yielded usable results, and in some cases only very small peaks, hardly emerging out of the background, were observed. As a matter of fact, it appears that even using the new sample holder, the volume of crystals of AspRS and virus must be at least &0.1 mm to produce measurable pro"les. This requirement is related to the resolution limit of these materials which is relatively low (2.5}3.0 As ) compared to that of lysozyme or thaumatin (1.3}1.5 As ). In spite of these limitations, we observe that best FWHM values are not very di!erent (6}7) for crystals made of small or large particles, whatever their solvent content (see Table 1). Altogether, reproducible results were obtained for each type of crystals. The FWHM values are given in Table 2 together with the number (N)
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of samples investigated and that (n) of crystals for which measurable pro"les could be recorded. In addition to the width of the pro"les, several information can be drawn from their shape and from the topographs taken at an angular position corresponding to the top of the pro"les. Figs. 2}5 display optical views, schematic drawings of habits, re#ection pro"les, and associated topographs of crystals representative of the four di!erent materials. 3.2. Crystals made of small proteins Fig. 2 presents the case of TEW lysozyme crystals. The re#ection pro"les of crystals grown in solution (panel 2c) or in gel (panel 2d) have a similar FWHM (6.3). However, the bottom of the peaks is much larger for the crystal prepared in solution. The topograph (panel 2f ) taken at the top of the intensity peak images nearly all the gelgrown crystal (except the two pyramidal caps) with a rather #at contrast. On the contrary, in the solution case (panel 2e), large parts are out of contrast and the bottom of the crystal is misoriented with respect to the upper part. It seems that the misorientation has been generated at the seed level and a!ects the parts grown in the #c and !c directions. Such a misorientation can reach several tens arcsec: for the crystal whose total re#ection pro"le is rather large (39, see Table 1), two thin peaks (15) are found at a distance of &29 when each half of the crystal is illuminated separately (not shown). Similar features are observed for thaumatin crystals (Fig. 3). The pro"les of the solution (panel 3c) and gel-grown (panel 3d) crystals have about the same FWHM (slightly smaller for the gel) but the bottom parts are quite di!erent, since a marked peak broadening is visible in the solution case. Topographs taken at the top of the intensity peak image nearly all the crystal grown in gel (panel 3f ) and only a restricted zone (the central part) of the crystal grown in solution (panel 3e). By illuminating separately the two apices of the bipyramids, one notices that the re#ection position of each apex is located on each #ank (near the bottom) of the total re#ection pro"le. Here too, the parts that have grown in the #c and !c direction are
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Fig. 1. The sample holder. (Top) Exploded view. PVC rings and Te#on washer have diameters of 35 and 10 mm and are 2 and 0.25}2 mm thick, respectively (not at scale). (Bottom) Thaumatin crystals in the sample holder between polarizers. The lead needle points towards a 1 mm long tetragonal bipyramid.



misoriented, the misorientation being larger when the crystal has grown in solution. Examination of the topograph (panel 3e) reveals a linear enhancement of the contrast at the junction of the two pyramids, indicating that this junction is strained.



3.3. Crystals made of particles of medium and large size Fig. 4 reports data from the study of a large solution-grown AspRS crystal of form A. The total intensity pro"le (not shown) is rather broad (27),
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Table 2 Mosaicities of crystals grown in solution and in agarose gel. FWHM values of re#ection pro"les are given in arcsec. (N) is the number of analyzed crystals and (n) that of re#ections that were actually recorded; n.a., not analyzed and n.d., not determined. AspRS crystals of form A were grown in Na formate [24] and those of form B in PEG [25] Particles



Lysozyme Thaumatin AspRS Form A AspRS Form B Tomato bushy stunt virus



FWHM (arcsec) Solution



Agarose gel



6.5}39 (N"3, n"3) 15}28 (N"5, n"5) 14}27 (N"4, n"4) n.d. (N"6, n"0) 6.5}9 (N"4, n"2)



6.5}18 (N"4, n"4) 11}14 (N"5, n"5) n.a. 11 (N"6, n"1) 9}10 (N"3, n"2)



intricate, and composed of two external peaks separated by a `massifa of smaller peaks. The pro"les corresponding to each half of this crystal (panels 4c and 4d), are clearly composed of at least two or three thin peaks. These peaks correspond to di!erent zones of the crystal, because the re#ection pro"le becomes a unique peak whose FWHM is &10 (not shown) when the incident beam is limited by a narrow slit. The topograph (panel 4e), taken at the top of the main peak of panel 4d, gives an image of the whole crystal (except for the bottom, unfortunately masked by a front slit). Indeed, for this angular position (marked by the dotted line), both left- and right-hand halves of the crystal (main peak in panel 4d and small peak in panel 4c, respectively) are in re#ection. Di!erences in contrast highlight several growth sectors and the position of the nucleus located at the intersection of the growth sector boundaries. For form A of AspRS, no crystal could be grown in gel. On the contrary, crystals of form B, that are monoclinic plates, can be obtained in the presence of PEG in gel and in solution. Amongest the dozen crystals that were analyzed, only one grown in gel gave a sharp re#ection, with FWHM of &11, that could be recorded (Table 2). This is probably because the volume and resolution of crystals were insu$cient and the resulting re#ections too faint. Fig. 5 presents the case of virus crystals grown in gel and in solution. Both re#ection pro"les display a similar shape and are characterized by remarkably low FWHM values (in the 6}10 range). On the topographs the crystals are fully imaged with



a #at contrast, although the investigated crystals had a quite di!erent size. The signal-to-noise ratio of the two re#ection pro"les shows that the size of the solution-grown crystal corresponds to the minimum size for our investigations.



4. Discussion and conclusions As documented for crystals of small molecules, those made of proteins do also present imperfections and internal stress that lead to mosaicity [27]. In this work we have compared the mosaicity of crystals made of macromolecules di!ering in size and molecular shape and grown either in solution or in agarose gels. Our aim was to investigate whether the molecular weight of the materials constituting the crystals and/or their shape or other features, as well as the crystallization method, would a!ect crystalline order. A limiting factor in this study of crystals made of large and soft biomacromolecules was the decreased sensitivity of the topographic method when measurements were made on crystals held in glass capillaries. We describe here changes in the experimental setup that take this di$culty into account. The crystal holder which has been especially designed was actually of great help since crystals are well protected and unstrained (this was mandatory for studying AspRS and virus crystals). This holder allows an accurate positioning of the crystals in the X-ray beam and, foremost, measurements with low background levels. Nonetheless, for
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Fig. 2. Optical view (a), schematic drawing (b), and re#ection pro"les of TEW lysozyme crystals grown from solution (c) and in gel (d); these crystals have the same FWHM (6.5). The topographs in (e) and (f) were taken at the top of the re#ection pro"les plotted in (c) and (d), respectively; the dotted lines are traces of re#ector planes on each topograph.



AspRS and virus crystals having a resolution limit around 3 As , conditions for monitoring re#ections and recording topographs are not optimal. In this case it would be better to select re#ections, for example at d*4 As , by using a quartz (1 0 0) (d"4.24 As ) monochromator. Although the background would be increased by the di!usion halo of water, one could expect a signi"cantly better signal-to-noise ratio. Unfortunately, it is not obvious to build monochromators able to work at lower resolutions outside this halo.



With these methodological considerations in mind, it appears at "rst glance that all investigated crystals have weak mosaicities, with sharp di!raction peaks, and FWHM values often lower than 10. Surprisingly, the quality of the virus crystals seems to be the best, as indicated by particularly thin re#ection pro"les. Also, crystals are fully imaged on topographs and they do not present visible growth defects or distorsions induced by mechanical contact with the sample holder as could be expected for such a soft material. Actually, the
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Fig. 3. Optical view (a), schematic drawing (b), and re#ection pro"les of thaumatin crystals grown from solution (c) and in gel (d). The topographs in (e) and (f ) were taken at the top of the re#ection pro"les plotted in (c) and (d), respectively; the dotted lines are traces of re#ector planes on each topograph.



perfection of these crystals may be due to the spherical shape of the TBSV particles [18] preventing misorientations in the crystalline lattice. Their large size may also be of importance, since crystals of similar volume may contain less growth defects when made of large virus particles instead of smaller proteins of irregular shape. As to the crystals of the small TEW lysozyme and thaumatin, our results con"rm previous ones obtained with HEW lysozyme [13]. Next, the e!ects of gelled media on crystal growth were examined. Because crystallization depends on convection, growth in gels represents what is essentially a convection-free environment [28,29], and thus it has been speculated that crystal quality may be improved in such an environment. The results obtained here for solution- and gelgrown crystals do not show important di!erences in FWHM values, and for TBSV crystals no e!ect



was found (see Table 1). However, for the lysozyme and thaumatin crystals, one notices a larger dispersion of results in the solution case and a tendency for improved crystal quality for gel-grown crystals, especially visible on the topographs and the shape of the re#ection pro"les (Figs. 2 and 3). In the case of the virus, the absence of e!ects is probably due to the fact that, in solution, this material crystallizes from a precipitate [22] which behaves as a gel-like non-convective medium. This phenomenon may account, at least in part, for the exceptionally low mosaicity of these crystals prepared in solution that is as good as that of virus crystals prepared in gel. For TBSV (as well as for AspRS) [22], the depletion zones observed in solution as a consequence of precipitate dissolution correspond to the spherical di!usion spheres evidenced around crystals growing in gel [28,29].
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Fig. 4. Optical view (a) and schematic drawing (b) of an AspRS crystal. Re#ection pro"les of the right-handed (c) and left-handed (d) halves of a crystal grown from solution. A topograph of this crystal (e) was taken at the angular position marked by a dashed line on the re#ection pro"les; the dotted line is the trace of re#ector planes on the topograph. The missing part of the crystal is drawn on the topograph.
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Fig. 5. Optical view (a), schematic drawing (b), and re#ection pro"les of TBSV crystals grown from solution (c) and in gel (d). The topographs in (e) and (f ) were taken at the top of the re#ection pro"les plotted in (c) and (d), respectively; the dotted lines are traces of the re#ector planes on each topograph. Note that in agarose gel, crystals are grown from a precipitate and are surrounded by a depletion zone; they are opaque and whitish, and have a granular aspect although their edges are well de"ned.



In conclusion, crystals of all the biological materials investigated here, either grown in gel or in solution, exhibit low mosaicity. The main growth defect found in these crystals is a misorientation generated at the level of the seed. This study clearly shows that measurements of mosaicity and X-ray planar wave topography can be extended to crystals made of very large particles. Neither a high molecular weight nor a high solvent content prevent from obtaining weak mosaicity and informative topographs can be obtained that show that individual growth sectors can be imaged. Our com-



parison between gel- and solution-grown crystals reaches the same conclusion as the study of HEW lysozyme, for which average FWHM values are similar but individual values are more disperse in solution [13]. For a same width, however, the shape of the intensity pro"le and the associated topographs support the fact that the gel improves the crystalline quality. It remains now to verify how such discrete but signi"cant improvements will affect the quality of electron density maps computed from di!raction data collected from crystals grown in gels.
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